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1: The True Story of Hansel and Gretel by Louise Murphy â€“ ReadRantRock&Roll
In The True Story of Hansel and Gretel, Louise Murphy adapts the classic fairy tale and sets it in World War II Poland.
The story begins in the winter of with a family running from the Nazis. On the verge of being caught, the step-mother
convinces the father that the best chance to ensure the safety of the two children would be to leave.

The True Story of Hansel and Gretel: On the journey they meet Magda, the so-called village witch. Magda is
willing to risk her life and others to keep the children safe. Blue above, green below, we wonder a long way,
but love is what the cup of our soul contains when we leave the world and the flesh. This we will drink
forever. I am the witch. It was most definitely one of the scariest. The way the author has taken the fairy tale,
re-imagined it, and paired it with the evil nightmare of WWII is fascinating. The story feels so authentic. The
story itself is dark and twisted and highlights the true evil doing against the Jewish, Gypsies, and dissidents
during WWII. It was nothing like what I expected. Parts of the story were so hard to get through, but I loved
the characters especially Magda, Nelka, Telek, Hansel and Gretel. Magna was surely my most prized
character. There are discussion questions and an interview with the author at the conclusion which I
thoroughly enjoyed. My book has plus a few more for interview and discussion. This book is going down on
my favorites list for and right now is number 1. In the last months of the Nazi occupation of Poland, two
children are left by their father and stepmother to find safety in a dense forest. Magda is determined to save
them, even as a German officer arrives in the village with his own plans for the children. The True Story of
Hansel and Gretal tells a resonant, riveting story. About the author Born in in Bowling Green, Kentucky,
Louise Murphy began writing stories when she was five years old. An avid reader and prolific writer, she
attended the University of Kentucky and taught English to middle-school students in Newark, Delaware,
before moving to California in There, she raised her two children and received a Master of Arts degree in
Creative Writing from San Francisco State University, where she taught for five years. Her writing and poetry
has been published in numerous journals and magazines. She lives in northern California, where she is
working on another novel. Besides reading and writing, she enjoys playing the flute, opera, and classical
music. Other books by Louise Murphy:
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2: Louise Murphy (Author of The True Story of Hansel and Gretel)
The True Story of Hansel and Gretel: A Novel of War and Survival [Louise Murphy] on www.enganchecubano.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A poignant and suspenseful retelling of a classic fairy tale set in a war-torn world
In the last months of the Nazi occupation of Poland.

Showing of 41 next show all Please visit my blog www. On the journey they meet Magda, the so-called
village witch. Magda is willing to risk her life and others to keep the children safe. Blue above, green below,
we wonder a long way, but love is what the cup of our soul contains when we leave the world and the flesh.
This we will drink forever. I am the witch. It was most definitely one of the scariest. The way the author has
taken the fairy tale, re-imagined it, and paired it with the evil nightmare of WWII is fascinating. The story
feels so authentic. The story itself is dark and twisted and highlights the true evil doing against the Jewish,
Gypsies, and dissidents during WWII. It was nothing like what I expected. Parts of the story were so hard to
get through, but I loved the characters especially Magda, Nelka, Telek, Hansel and Gretel. Magna was surely
my most prized character. The beautiful prose and specific elements reminded me of The Bear and the
Nightingale by Katherine Arden, which is one of my favorite books of There are discussion questions and an
interview with the author at the conclusion which I thoroughly enjoyed. My book has plus a few more for
interview and discussion. This book is going down on my favorites list for and right now is number 1.
Although the actions of the characters were fitting, the description was far too detailed, much of it was totally
unnecessary, and the return to the ghetto so long it became interminable. The story would have been much
more immediate and powerful if the editing was better. A let down after a decent book. Because their real
names will reveal their Jewishness, they are renamed "Hansel" and "Gretel. An incredible story of people
trying to survive in Nazi occupied Poland nx74defiant Apr 30, I am truly at a loss for words as to how much I
adored this book. It is a story of love and compassion, putting your life at risk for others, and the struggle to
survive. A Jewish family escapes the ghetto and separates in order to try and survive. The story follows their
life with Magda as well as the life of their father and stepmother who left them at the edge of the woods so as
not to be caught by the soldiers chasing them. There are other characters intertwined as well, and most will tug
at your heart strings. The writing is absolutely fabulous. There is one scene that takes place in a concentration
camp, a horrific place, yet it was beautifully done. As odd as this will sound, I think it was my favorite part of
the book. Obviously not because of what took place, but because of the way it was written â€” so full of love
and compassion. It will stay with me for a long time. All of them died and went up in the air, and the stars are
the stars that they wore on their coats. The stars on the coats come off when their souls float up and the stars
live up in the sky forever.
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Poet and novelist Murphy (The Sea Within) contributes to that legacy with a gripping tale that takes as its point of
departure the story of Hansel and Gretel and stays remarkably close to the original version, with significant twists.

The story has been told over and over again by liars and it must be retold. Do not struggle when the hook of a
word pulls you into the air of truth and you cannot breathe. For a little while I ask this of you. The Nazis were
in close pursuit. She tells them they are no longer who they were, their names are now Hansel and Gretel and
they must hide in the forest until all the motorcycles have passed and then look for a friendly farmer to feed
them. Then just like that their father and stepmother get back on their motorcycle and disappear. In the
retelling of this fairy tale Murphy adheres to the core elements of the original tale while accurately portraying
a country and its people ravaged and shriveled by war and the atrocities visited upon them by their Nazi
occupiers. It is a very dark tale that does not gloss over the horrific violence and senseless cruelty suffered by
the Polish people; men, women and children alike. Be forewarned that there are some scenes, so graphic in
nature as to evoke a visceral response from the reader. I felt sick and shaken, struggling to swallow the lump
in my throat and breathe through the congestion building within me unbidden. So yes it is dark, horrific and
haunting. But there is also love, sacrifice, tenderness, redemption and breathtaking beauty to be found here..
The beauty and wonder of this scene is quickly shattered by the events that happen next, just as that brutality
and heartbreaking violence are offset by moments of pure joy, profound love and incredible sacrifice. Hope
still lives here. It will not be snuffed out. There is much to love, and that love is what we are left with. When
the bombs stop dropping, and the camps fall back to earth and decay, and we are done killing each other, that
is what we must hold. Blue above, green below, we wander a long way, but love is what the cup of our soul
contains when we leave the world and the flesh. This we will drink forever. My thanks to Wayne Barrett for
bringing this retelling to my attention. Read for yourself the review that inspired me to read this:
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4: You've GOTTA read this!: "The True Story of Hansel and Gretel" by Louise Murphy
About The True Story of Hansel and Gretel. A poignant and suspenseful retelling of a classic fairy tale set in a war-torn
world In the last months of the Nazi occupation of Poland, two children are left by their father and stepmother to find
safety in a dense forest.

I, for one, was terrified by it. Mean stepmothers, dark forests, witches with massive ovens that want to cook
and eat children?! Perhaps it is fitting, then, that Louise Murphy puts a clever spin on this fairy tale, and
weaves it into a fictional and terrifying account of the survival of two Jewish children during the Holocaust. A
year-old girl and her 7 year-old brother, named "Hansel" and "Gretel" by their father and stepmother to
disguise their Jewish heritage, are encouraged to run and hide in the ancient, primeval forests of Eastern
Poland to escape capture by the Nazis. They happen upon an old "witch", or healer, with a Gypsy background,
named Magda. Putting herself and her entire village at risk, Magda takes in the children, feeds them, and
acquires Christian identification for them. A very tense, fine line must be walked in their interaction with the
nearby village Piaski, which is governed by a small but ruthless German group led by a Major Frankel and the
psychologically twisted Oberfuhrer. Many of the villagers only want anonymity, but some are angry and
preparing to uprise, storing away weapons and waiting for the opportunity. His superior, the Oberfuhrer, on
the other hand, is what one would consider the epitome of Nazi ism and evil. He is one sick and twisted
human being, and enjoys inflicting pain on others. This is not a happy or comfortable place to live. While I
generally prefer to read actual memoirs on the Holocaust why make it up when reality is vivid enough? While
lyrical and poetic at times, Murphy does not hold back the horrors of the Holocaust from her story. In one
instance, the Oberfuhrer systematically starts selecting the "perfect" Polish children with Aryan qualities, with
the intent of sending them to be fostered in Germany to strengthen the Aryan race. The townspeople learn of
the plan, and begin physically maiming their own children to prevent them from being selected. As a parent,
this is a devastating scenario, but understandable. We see other blood-chilling horrors happen to Hansel and
Gretel. Things that made me put the book down and walk away. On the other hand, there are strands of hope
and redemption sewn throughout the story. The feminist in me was intrigued and excited that Murphy
purposefully redeemed the "witch" and the "stepmother" by making them powerful, positive figures, versus
the stereotypes we see in all of our childhood fables. I was just a bit disappointed with the ultimate integration
of the fairy tale and the story told on these pages. It felt to me like an original and clever seed of an idea that
got lost in a bigger story. Either way, the story is a worthwhile investment of your time. Posted by Sandy
Nawrot at
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A classic fairy tale is darkly reimagined in this brutally explicit Holocaust story by poet and second-novelist Murphy (The
Sea Within, ).The eponymous protagonists are Polish Jews, the preadolescent daughter and seven-year-old son of a
fugitive intellectual ironically nicknamed "the Mechanic," who survived by servicing German military vehicles.

This article is an orphan , as no other articles link to it. Please introduce links to this page from related articles
; try the Find link tool for suggestions. February This biography of a living person relies too much on
references to primary sources. Please help by adding secondary or tertiary sources. Contentious material about
living persons that is unsourced or poorly sourced must be removed immediately, especially if potentially
libelous or harmful. March This article includes a list of references , related reading or external links , but its
sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations. Please help to improve this article by introducing
more precise citations. March This article has an unclear citation style. The references used may be made
clearer with a different or consistent style of citation and footnoting. August Learn how and when to remove
this template message Louise Murphy was born in in Bowling Green, Kentucky. Her ethnicity is Scottish,
Irish, and German. Louise Murphy also loved reading and still today tells her students to read anything
possible. Education[ edit ] Murphy attended the University of Kentucky in A Journal for Gardening around
the Year, a journal that has weekly entries about gardening from January to the beginning of November. After
writing her first book, she continued writing and also continued her teaching. Her next novel was The Sea
Within, a story of a woman who is depressed because of her destroyed marriage and inability to have a child,
so she decides to start a new life in Kentucky. She wrote many essays and poetry pieces in newspapers,
magazines, and journals. She then wrote a poem and a book in the same year: She wrote Pilgrimage a poem
and then probably her most significant and acclaimed novel: The True Story of Hansel and Gretel: A Novel of
War and Survival. She caught both kids and adult readers in her story of the classic fairy tale Hansel and
Gretel mixed in with the Holocaust and World War II. She won the Writers Digest award for poetry and she
also won the Shaunt Basmajian Award for books both in She is currently working on her latest novel, which
is set in in California, Love Stories. References MLA format [ edit ] "Amazon.
6: The True Story of Hansel and Gretel : Louise Murphy :
Born in in Bowling Green, Kentucky, Louise Murphy began writing stories when she was five years old. An avid reader
and prolific writer, she attended the University of Kentucky and taught English to middle-school students in Newark,
Delaware, before moving to California in

7: The True Story of Hansel and Gretel by Louise Murphy (, Paperback) | eBay
The True Story of Hansel and Gretal tells a resonant, riveting story. About the author Born in in Bowling Green,
Kentucky, Louise Murphy began writing stories when she was five years old.

8: The True Story of Hansel and Gretel: www.enganchecubano.com: Louise Murphy: Books
The True Story of Hansel and Gretel uses the fairy tale's original darkness and its unsettling nature to tell a story of
survival under the direst circumstances. In many ways, it doesn't read like a fairy taleâ€”not because it's serious or dark,
as fairy tales are serious and uncomfortable and dark, but because it doesn't have that same.

9: The True Story of Hansel and Gretel - Louise Murphy - Google Books
A provocative transformation of the classic fairy tale into a haunting survival story set in Poland during WWII, Murphy's
second novel (after The Sea Within) is darkly www.enganchecubano.com Jewish.
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